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Monnit UX/UI Front-End Developer 

Do you design interactive and visual web components in your sleep? Are you driven by the latest design 
best practices and having web app users love what you do? If so, then Monnit’s the place for you.  

Who We Are 

Join an industry leader. Be part of our diversified team of sales pros passionate about solving business 
problems through the transformative power of the Internet of Things (IoT).  

We’re committed to being the global leader in generating data from the connected things that boost 
business performance. Monnit provides remote monitoring solutions with 80+ IoT sensors to any 
business in virtually every industry. 

What Will You Do? 

Our marketing department is looking for a UX/UI Front-End Web Developer. It’s a hybrid 
design/development position.  

Ideally, we’re looking for someone who has an eye for design, understands the UX process, can code 
HTML and CSS, develop with Bootstrap, and has a working knowledge of JavaScript.   

We need you to mock up Adobe XD/Photoshop prototypes and write front-end code utilizing Bootstrap 
for responsive web pages. You must work within our brand guidelines and standards to ensure the 
online content supports accomplishing the overall strategic plan. This position requires strong 
interpersonal, communication, and collaborative skills. 

Must-Have Front-End Development Skills 

• HTML 
• CSS 
• Bootstrap 4/5 experience 
• Working knowledge of JavaScript 

Must-Have Design Skills 

• Adobe XD (or similar software like Sketch) 
• Eye for design aesthetics (Elements of design for page composition) 
• Work within brand guidelines 
• UI design experience 
• Experience creating wireframes and prototypes 

Nice-to-Have Additional Skills  

• Knowledge of UX process 
• SEO knowledge 
• Adobe Photoshop 
• Source control 
• Comfortable working in the .Net MVC framework 
• CMS systems 
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• Initiative to learn new tech skills 

What’s In It For You? 

• Stand out individually while collaborating with a team. 
• Work a schedule that gives you a great work-life balance. 
• Enjoy medical, dental, and vision benefits. 
• Invest in yourself with a 401K. 

More About Monnit 

The origin story of the Internet of Things (IoT) begins with Monnit. Before our inception in 2010, our 
founder was already at the forefront of embedding technology into machines and devices to make them 
talk, delivering valuable data to business leaders. Now and for more than a decade, Monnit offers 
remote monitoring solutions that deliver 25 billion data points to date in more than 85 countries for 
45,000 customers. Monnit’s 80+ IoT sensors remotely monitor temperature, light, humidity, water, 
vibration, and more. You can analyze data using iMonnit cloud software and get alerts via email, text, or 
call when our sensors detect a change you need to know. 

Make a great career move to Monnit—an award-winning IoT company. Apply today at 
Monnit.com/careers.  

 

**We’re an equal opportunity employer and value diversity. We do not discriminate based on race, religion, color, 
national origin, gender, sexual orientation, age, marital status, veteran status, or disability status.** 

 

https://www.monnit.com/careers/

